Investigators need licenses;
are journalists investigators?
State Supreme Court considering that now
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a newspaper ... and I want to research
people in the news?”
When the Court rules on this, one
can only wonder how they will distinguish between a reporter and a private
investigator. And that’s very close to the
issue Missouri Press folks grapple with
when we attempt to craft a shield law
bill for journalists in the state.
How do we define a “journalist?” Is
it just a reporter for a newspaper? Of
course not.
Is it just a person employed with a
traditional “media” outlet? Traditional
media outlets are not the only ones employing journalists today. Think about
Patch. Think about bloggers. Are those
folks not journalists also?
ne bill that is flitting around Jefferson City already this year, on
a totally unrelated issue, has buried in
the bottom of it a reference to licensing or registering reporters. No one in
the industry wants to go there. Having
government control the process of being
classified as a “journalist” would be an
affront to the First Amendment.
Tough questions indeed for our Supreme Court judges. I have no doubt
they will find a way to avoid a bad decision in this matter. I look forward to
a narrowly written opinion avoiding all
these rabbit holes. But I can’t help but
anticipate how interesting the reading
will be watching them carefully tiptoe
around them.
And I still believe Missouri needs a
shield law, but I’m hoping some reporter won’t have to go to jail to get one, as
was the case in Kansas!
Hoping to see you at Day at the
Capitol!

he Missouri Supreme Court a private investigator under sections
heard a case in November that 324.1100 to 324.1148.”
should generate a decision in
Now all of you can guess where we
the next month or so that we should be are heading with this. Gurley is arguanticipating. It contains a key issue that ing, for his appeal, that this statute viocould impact not only our
lates his First Amendment
profession but also the derights. He argues that evbate that repeatedly comes
ery citizen who gets on
up when we discuss a
his or her computer and
shield law bill in the state.
“Googles” someone else
The case is Ricky Guris engaging in the makley v. Missouri Board of
ing of an investigation of
Professional Investigation
a person. Everyone with
Examiners. Gurley is a
a computer needs to be
private investigator from
licensed.
Columbia.
But, more importantly
In the course of applyfor us, every reporter who
ing for his license, Gurley
makes an investigation of
ran into difficulties that
a person may fall under
resulted in a multi-month Jean Maneke, MPA’s Legal this definition. Certainly
fight to reinstate his li- Hotline attorney, can be
every reporter is engaged
cense and a loss of busi- reached at (816) 753-9000, in the business of invesjmaneke@manekelaw.com.
ness opportunities during
tigating and reporting
his appeal of the license
on those investigations.
denial.
That’s a business enterprise.
While he won that battle before the
Just where does the First AmendAdministrative Hearing Commission, ment fit into all of this?
he has pursued his fight over the validWell, when the Supreme Court
ity of the terms of the language of the heard this case in November it was
statute that governs licensing of private clear the judges were also pondering
investigators.
those issues. In fact, and here I credit
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